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A transport theory is presented in terms of the massive Thirring-field Fermi operators for the
quantum sine-Gordon system. We calculate the probability of Zener tunneling of these Fermi parti-
cles for the charge-density-wave state with ¹h-order commensurability. It is shown that the charge
associated with the Fermi particles is the fractional number 2/¹
I. INTRODUCTION
Nonlinear electric transport due to the motion of a
charge-density wave (CDW) has attracted a great deal of
interest in the quasi-one-dimensional metals. ' Several
theories9 ' have been proposed to explain the properties
of the field- and frequency-dependent conductivity in
NbSe& and TaSi, but there is controversy as to the appli-
cability of both the quantum-tunneling and classical
models for the depinning of the CDW's. It seems to us
that, even within the quantum-tunneling point of view, we
still do not have a complete understanding about the rela-
tion between the Bardeen model' and Maki's calcula-
tions.
It is well known that the Hamiltonian of a one-
dimensional interacting fermion system can be expressed
by the bosonic representation' 2o and for the commensu-
rate CDW case the Hamiltonian can be written in the
form which includes that of the sine-Gordon model as
part of it. ' The equivalence of the quantized pure
sine-Gordon model to the massive Thirring model has
also been shown in several papers, z 2 where the soliton
of the sine-Gordon model is identified with the fermion of
the massive Thirring model. The motivation for our work
is to clarify the relation between above two predictions of
the quantum tunneling. For this purpose we start with
the pure sine-Gordon model. It is only a phenomenologi-
cal model for the commensurate CDW system, but is also
capable of describing several other physical systems.
Then, the formulation of tunneling of the sine-Gordon
model has other applications. Tunneling of the disloca-
tion is another possible candidate for this application if
we consider the Frenkel-Kontorova model with a linear-
field variable term associated with the external stress. Ac-
tually, tunneling of the dislocation has been reported in
bcc He. Our theory relies particularly on the work of
Takada and Misawa in which this equivalence has been
shown by use of a Fermi-Bose relation' ' in a form ap-
propriate to our purposes. They carried out a Bogoliubov
transformation on their Hamiltonian in the Fermi repre-
sentation and rewrote it in the normal-ordered form with
respect to new particles so that the sohton energy was ob-
tained. Their solution has been compared with the semi-
cl ssical result of Dashen, Hasslacher, and Neveu. Maki
and Takayama have looked at the quantum statistical
mechanics of the sine-Gordon system and considered
finite-temperature effects in terms of thermal Green's
functions, based on the work of Dashen, Hasslacher, and
Neveu.
In Sec. II we shall repeat some of the analysis of Taka-
da and Misawa with several modifications to keep the
present work self-contained. In Sec. III we shall formu-
late the electric transport in the presence of the electric
field E assuming that fermions of the massive Thirring
model have an effective charge e" per particle. In Sec. IV
we shall relate this quantized sine-Gordon system to the
commensurate CDW system and calculate the probability
of Zener tunneling of particles with the fractional charge
e'. Then, the results will be compared with those of
Maki and Bardeen. ' Finally, we shall add a comment
on the possibility of extending this approach to the impur-
ity pinning for CDW's.
II. FERMI-PARTICLE DESCRIPTION
We start with the following Hamiltonian of a sine-
Gordon system,





where Co, coo, and E denote a characteristic velocity, a
pinning frequency, and an integer, respectively, and
D =BR'/Co with 8, a numerical factor. In the quantized
case the canonical field variables P(x) and n(x) =DP, (x)
satisfy the commutation relations
[P(x),m(x')] =ifi5(x —x'),
[P(x),P(x')] = [m(x),~(x')] =0 .
As the nondimensional form is desirable for Ho, we intro-
duce a new set of the field variables
P(x) =8 '~ e y(g),
(x)=—8'i e . K(g),
I
with a nondimensional argument g which is defined by
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and we get
I dg e ~s% (g)+e'yg(g)fiCO
28+ 2 t 1 —cos[2v my(g)] J . (6)
transformation which will be done later. In terms of bo-
son operators b~ and b„k, new canonical variables y(g)
and %(g), which satisfy the commutation relation
[p(g),%(g')]=i 5(g g—'),
can be represented by
Here, we have considered the factor e given by
2&~8 2~~
N g
in Eq. (3), so that we have been able to get this expression













—(I /2 }@oke' e (10}
Here, eo and L =I.ol are a cutoff parameter and the total
length of the system, respectively. The order of the mag-
nitude of a= col will be given by a lattice constant C.
In order to rewrite the Hamiltonian Ho in the fermion





Here, if eo does not tend to zero, but is taken as a small
finite value, these relations are only approximately valid.
For the product of P„(g) and g„(g) we have
[t(.(k»f. (Ã)]=[4.((»4'(k')] =o .
(12)
In the limit @0~0, they reduce to Fermi operators satisfy-
ing the anticommutation relations
The wave number k=O is excluded from the summation
gk in Eq. (10). Thus, strictly speaking, the quantities
p„(g) do not correspond to the particle-number operator
of fermions, but their normal product. From the results
of Takada and Misawa27 the transformations (8), (9), and
(11)yield the Hamiltonian of the massive Thirring model,
Ho=
I I "k —i& ei(c) ei(C) —e2(k) e2(k)&&0 . t a t
~D[41(CW'2(C)+ A(g)it'l(g)]+ I [ki(f)it 1(f4'2(f 4'2(g)]
where
T







g 4vV =2m sinh(28} =
4m g2
The quantized sine-Gordon system has been reduced to an
interacting fermion system with a linear dispersion rela-
tion.
In the present paper we are interested in the transport
problem of the quantized sine-Gordon system. In order to
make the Hamiltonian (14) more tractable, we apply the
mean-field approximation to the third term of (14) in
which anomalous mean values ( P, (()1(z(g}) and
($2(g)i' i(g) ) are assumed to be nonzero. The syinmetry
breaking on hybridization of particles 1 and 2 does not
occur spontaneously, but is induced by the anomalous
character of the second term of (14), which exists by na-
ture in the Hamiltonian (14). Then, this symmetry break-
ing will be conserved beyond the mean-field theory of a
one-dimensional system and we can expect the plausibility
of the mean-field theory for the system of interest, at least
qualitatively. This approximation yields
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irtCo
HMF — g [alq(A iqA iq —A2 A2 )l
A combination of (9) and (13) yields
~(k) = —v ir[pi(k) —p2(k)1- (29)
—M(AtqAp +A~Aiq)]e 'q, (18)
where
1 4nx
A~ —~ dx ~ e (19}
HMF = g E(q)(PqPq aq—aq )e (21)




M=M, + g(A„A„)e-~,V (20)I.o
where ( ) denotes the thermal average over HMF. With
the Bogoliubov transformation, HMF can be diagonalized
N a4(x)
p(x) =p, (x)+pi(x) =
217 Bx
(31)
Here, we should notice that jz(x) and p(x } are proportion-
al to N which represents the order of the commensurabili-
ty of our system.
Let us consider an extension of the present formulation
to a charged-particle system. If we assume that each par-
ticle has the electric charge e', the electric-current density
is written as
Then, with (28), (29), (4), and m(x) =DP, (x), the particle
current density j~(x)=j~(x)/l is given by
j (x)=Coe [pi(x) —pi(x)] = — P,(x), (30)
2m
where p„(x)=p„(g)/l are the particle-density operators of









2 E(q) j,(x)= P(x) .— (33)






In the presence of the electric field, the additional term in
the Hamiltonian has the form
H'= — xP x E. (34)
Using (A iqA2 ) =uquq at T=0, we obtain
VM
l
2ae"2 a" Meo (25)
where we have used the asymptotic forms of the Neu-
mann function and the Struve function, and y is the Euler
constant.





Consequently, H' takes a linear form in the field variable
P(x)
III. PARTICLE CURRENT AND EXTERNAL FIELD
The Hamiltonian (14) shows that the total number of
ferinions conserves. Hence we can introduce the equation
of the continuity
I'= — xN x E.
2%




where the particle-number operator of fermions 1 and 2 is
defined by p(()=pi(g)+p2(g), which is related to the
field variable y(g) as
p(g) = &y(g) (27)
from (8) and (13). The particle current j~(g) can be deter-
mined from the Heisenberg equation of p(g) as.a '"" '
Coe ' 8 1 e.
~(g) = —— j~(g) . (28)
Let us apply the results in the preceding sections to cal-
culations of the electron tunneling of a quasi-one-
dimensional electron-phonon system which is character-
ized by the commensurate CD%
rt(x, t) =A cos[Qx +P(x, t)], (37)
where the wave number Q =Zmu~/Pi=2m /NC and is re-
lated to the density of condensed electrons no by Q =mno
at sufficiently low temperatures. The quantities m, u~, C,
and X denote, respectively, the electron mass, the Fermi
velocity, the lattice constant, and an integer represents the
order of the commensurability. In the presence of the
electric field E, as discussed in several previous
works, ' ' the Hamiltonian of this system can be given
by





+ I 1 co—s[NQ(x, t)] IN
field E in which the origin of the band gap comes from
mixing between two electrons, the transition probability
for a Ferini particle to go from the lower band to the
higher band has already been given in Duke's textbook.
From these results the transition probability I' is
P =exp( —E,/E),
x xtE, (3g)
5n (x, t) =—P, (x,t),1 (39)
where 8 = (m '/m)'~/(2ir) and the phason velocity
Cp —vz(m/m')', m' being the effective mass of the
CDW, cop the pinning frequency, and e the charge of the
electron. The local deformation in P(x, r) changes the ef-
fective value of Q as 5Q =P (x, t) which induces the local
variation 5n(x, t) of the density of condensed electrons.
The particle-current density of condensed electrons j (x, t)
is related to 5n(x, t) through the equation of continuity.
Then, we find
'irEg ir[2E (0)]'
4&le'l~rcp 4@2/N) le laCp
'
The first expression of Eq. (42) is formally equal to that
of Bardeen, ' but our effective charge and velocity have
different expressions from those of Bardeen. The second
expression of Eq. (42) agrees with the result of Maki, if we
replace the renormalization factor of the phason velocity
a by a= 1 in the noninteracting case ( V=O) and do not
consider the difference between the classical and quantal
soliton energy. On the other hand, for g2/4n & 1 we get








which is very similar to the expression obtained by Bar-
deen. ' In TaS&, we have
g /(4n}=4(5~5) & 1
with m ' =500m (Ref. 4) and N= 4. For g~/(4n. ) & 1,




which is unlike the result of Bardeen. '
Until this point we have considered the sine-Gordon
model whose periodic potential gives the commensurabili-
ty pinning. Let us replace this periodic potential by the
impurity potential
H~~ = g I dx V05(x —R;)A eos[gx +P(x, r)t], (43)
where Ri represents the position of an impurity. In (5)
and (7) where cop —VpA/(Dl) and N= 1, (43) is written as
H; v= g f dg 5(g—R;)cos[Qg+2vmy(g)],fico 28
where Ri —Rill and Q=Q/. The Fermi-Bose transfor-
mation (11)yields
Here, we equate Hp+H' to HcDw, that is, we demand
that the field variable P(x) in Eq. (1) is equal to the phase
variable P(x, t) in Eq. (38). Hence, we obtain that
jz(x) =N/2j (x, t) using (30) and (40). This relation yields
e' =(2/N)e because the value of the electric-current den-
sity of the physical system does not depend on our repre-
sentation, either in terms of electrons or in terms of soli-
tons; namely we have —e'jz(x)= ej (x,i). —Thus the ef-
fective charge associated with the soliton becomes frac-
tional (2/N)e for N )3 in accord with the discussions of
Su and Schriefer. ~
Now we shall discuss the nonlinear conductivity of the
CDW system with the commensurability pinning. With
the Bose-Fermi transformation and the mean-field ap-
proximation the quantized sine-Gordon system is reduced
to a noninteracting Fciruion system whose Hamiltonian
HMF consists of the valence band and the conduction
band. The additional term H' associated with the exter-
nal field E is written as (34}. We are in a position to ap-
ply the Zener tunneling theory to the nonlinear conduc-
tivity due to the motion of the CDW as was proposed by
Bardeen. ' The energy spectra E(q) and E(q) in Eq. —
(21) are those of quasiparticles which are formed by cou-
pling between two particles with opposite velocities o;Co
and —aco. The energy gap E between the conduction
band and the valence band is equal to 2E(0). If we con-
sider the insulating system in the presence of an electric
H~ g f dgMp5(g8) I—[cos(Qg)+i' —sin(Qg))gi(g)fz(g)+ [cos(Qg) —i sin(Q f)]$2(g)it( ~(g) I .
l
(45)
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Therefore, we have been able to give a Fermi-particle
description for the incommensurate CDW with impurity
pinning whose Hamiltonian we can get by replacing the
second term of (14) with (45). Suppose for a moment that
we could extract two bands of quasiparticles whose energy
spectra have a gap between them and the upper band has
itinerant character from this Hamiltonian in a certain ap-
proximation. This would allow us to justify the Zener-
type tunneling theory even in the incommensurate case
which has been proposed by Bardeen, ' although the ef-
fects of the discommensuration would not be considered.
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